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Executive Summary 
Okaloosa  County  Airport  staff  noticed  irregularities  in  the  monthly  reports  submitted  by  Timberview  
Helicopters, Inc. The County’s contract with Timberview is based on a percentage of gross sales remitted  
to Okaloosa County on a monthly basis. Airport staff noted that multiple days of operations were missing  
from the monthly reports, certain routes that Timberview advertised were not listed on the reports, as  
well  as  disparity  between  Timberview’s  reported  price  per  flight  and  the  prices  advertised  on  
Timberview’s  website.  Airport  staff  requested  the  assistance  of  the  Inspector  General  Department  to  
investigate these inconsistencies.

During our investigation, we confirmed there were discrepancies in themonthly reports.We verified flight  
routes were missing from the reports and confirmed Timberview was charging more for flights than was  
being  reported  to  the  County.  Justin  Johnson  (Johnson),  the  owner  of  Timberview,  admitted  that  the  
reports he submitted to the County were inaccurate. Johnson claimed that the inaccuracies were due to  
errors in the excel spreadsheet he had provided to his third party accountant. Timberview’s third party  
accountant confirmed the error in the spreadsheet.

We were not able to determine the actual amount owed to the County by Timberview. Johnson refused  
to  provide  our  office  with  verifiable  source  documentation  from  third  parties.  Johnson  submitted  an  
additional  payment  to  the  County  in  November  2019  in  the  amount  of  for  $5,221.02;  however,  the  
recalculations were completed internally and cannot be verified.

Our investigation determined that documents provided to the county by Timberview Helicopters were  
incomplete and inaccurate and revenue and gross sale were underreported, resulting in underpayment  
to the County. Johnson was provided with a draft copy of this report and given an opportunity to issue a 
written response. No response was received.
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Background 
In July 2019, finance personnel from the Okaloosa County Airports department contacted our office to
report irregularities in payments received under Okaloosa County’s contract with Timberview Helicopters,
Inc (THI).

THI operates recreational helicopter tours in the Destin and Kansas City, KS areas. THI is owned and
operated by Justin Johnson. In April 2017, THI entered into an operating agreement with Okaloosa County
(County) [L17 0456 AP] to conduct “Sightseeing Flight Operations” out of the Destin Executive Airport
(DTS). The agreement requires THI to pay the County five percent (5%) of gross sales for the privilege of
operating at DTS. Additionally, THI is required to submit a monthly Gross Sales Receipts Activity Report
by the tenth day of eachmonth. The report is required to reflect the number of flights per day, the number
of passengers carried by each flight per day, total gross sales each day, total amount due to the County
based on 5% of gross sales and the required Florida Sales Tax. A monthly Profit and Loss statement
reflecting the preceding month’s expenses is also required to be submitted to the Airports Director by the
tenth day of each month.”

Additionally, Section 8 of the agreement, “Audit by County,” states that “County or its representative(s)
may at any time perform audits of all or selected operations performed by Operator under the terms of
this Agreement.”Scope & Methodology 
The scope of our investigation included all of THI’s operations out of DTS from 1/1/2019 through
9/15/2019. Investigative methodology included: interviews with Okaloosa County Airport personnel, THI
management, and THI’s third party accountant; obtaining booking information by contacting THI as a
customer; conducting an online test booking; examinations of financial documents; and recalculations of
revenue and amounts owed.

Our investigation was performed in compliance with theQuality Standards for Investigations found within
the Principles and Standards for Offices of Inspector General as published by the Association of Inspectors
General. The standard or degree of proof required to establish a conclusion of fact is at least “by a
preponderance of evidence,” which indicates evidence that establishes the fact sought to be true is more
probable than not.

Investigations by the Department of Inspector General will reach one of the following four conclusions of
fact per allegation: substantiated, unsubstantiated, unfounded or Non Legally Sufficient. Substantiated
means there is sufficient information to justify a reasonable conclusion that the allegation is true.
Unsubstantiated means there is insufficient information to either prove or disprove the allegation.
Unfoundedmeans there is sufficient information to indicate the allegation is false. Non Legally Sufficient
means that the allegation does not violate current governing directives.

Our initial intent was to perform an audit of the completeness of the revenue payments to the county, as
well as conduct an investigation of THI’s compliance with the contract. However, THI’s refused to permit
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inspection of third party and source documents. Without access to requested third party information we
are unable to complete an audit.Allegations 

1. The documents provided to the county under the operating agreement are incomplete and
inaccurate.

2. Timberview Helicopters Inc. underreported revenue and gross sales, resulting in underpayments
to the County.Investigative Narrative 

We examined THI’s operating agreement with the County and copies of the reports submitted to the
County that were provided by Airport personnel.

The Okaloosa County Airports Deputy Director of Finance provided a sworn statement to our office. She
stated that her staff noticed errors in the “calendar type” reports that were submitted by THI. Days were
missing at the end of themonth. Because the calendar is an excel document with calculated fields, missing
days would cause the total calculated monthly revenue to be incomplete. In addition, the Profit and Loss
(P&L) statement submitted along with the calendar matched the total revenue reported on the calendar.
This led Airport staff to believe that the P&L was also incorrectly stated. Due to these inconsistencies,
Airport staff believed that THI understated their revenue for at least the period of March to May 2019.
Staff also noticed additional routes were offered on THI’s website that were not included on the excel
document submitted to the county. Upon discussion with the Airport Director, staff decided to forward
the information to our office.

The Airports Compliance Officer also provided a sworn statement to our office. He stated that he
conducted online research in order to familiarize himself with the various companies that contract with
Okaloosa County Airports. During his research he noticed that not all the routes listed on THI’s website
were listed on the excel document provided to Airport Finance. He also noticed that, except for the “Intro
Flight”, each route’s price was $10 higher per passenger on the website than on the excel document
provided to the County. Based on the inconsistencies, he believed that the reports provided by THI were
incorrect. The information was subsequently reported to the Airport Deputy Director of Finance.

The Airports Financial Services Coordinator provided a sworn statement to our office. She noticed the
report submitted by THI for May 2019 was missing rows. On the reports, which are printouts of an excel
spreadsheet, the days of the month are the rows and the various routes THI operates are the columns.
Missing rows would mean that flights on those days would be excluded from the monthly revenue total.
She contacted THI’s third party accountant who claimed the error was caused by incorrect formulas on
the report provided to her by Johnson. After discussing the discrepancy with the Airports Compliance
Officer, they discovered that the reports fromMarch and April 2019 also hadmissing rows. She forwarded
the incorrect reports and her communications with THI’s accountant to the Airport Deputy Director of
Finance.
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We examined themonthly reports provided by THI and confirmed themissing rows, the absence of several
routes, and the price discrepancy. We called THI as a prospective customer and verified that the missing
routes were available. Further, the employee confirmed that the Fireworks Route is very popular and
usually books far in advance. The Fireworks route is THI’s most expensive route and has never been
included on the monthly reports submitted to the County.

We conducted an interview with Justin Johnson, owner and operator of THI. Johnson stated that when he
and his accountant were preparing financial documents for our audit, they discovered errors in the reports
they had submitted to the county. He said that the prices for flights had gone up in May, but those price
changes had not been reflected on the excel spreadsheet. Johnson stated that his accountant plugs
number of flights from a “google calendar” into calculated fields on the excel spreadsheet. He also said
that when she saw a flight that wasn’t on the spreadsheet, she would just add it to one of the other flight
columns. Johnson declined to provide a sworn statement detailing the cause of the incorrect payments to
the county.

We conducted an interviewwithMissy Schofield, owner of Destin Accounting Group and THI’s accountant.
She stated that she does not perform the day to day processes and is only a third party service provider.
Schofield confirmed that the Excel spreadsheet that she uses to prepare the amount owed to the county,
and the calculations thereon, were provided by Johnson. Because not all routes were listed on the
spreadsheet, she would combine ones that to be similar. For example, the “Dolphin Run” was combined
with the “Jaws Run,” and the “Fireworks Tour” was combined with the “Destin Tour.” Schofield stated
that she also prints THI bank statements and prepares initial financial statements from them, which she
then forwards to Johnson’s CPA.

Johnson provided a portion of the records from the “google calendar” and some figures related to
discounts and “Groupon” promotions he ran. However, he refused to provide third party documentation
for any of his revenue, to include bank statements or records from Peek, his online booking and payment
processing provider.

In November 2019, after we began our review, Johnson sent a check for $5,221.02 to the airport for
unpaid rent based on his recalculations of amounts owed. He attached updated excel spreadsheets to
support the adjustments. However, the updated spreadsheets still lacked the “Fireworks Tour” and did
not include “Groupon” rates for the entire period the promotion was active. Updated P&L statements
were not included.Findings of Fact and Recommendations 
Allegation 1: The documents provided to the county under the operating agreement were incomplete
and inaccurate is SUBSTANTIATED.

Finding 1: The documents submitted to the County were missing days of the month which resulted in THI
underreporting revenue. Additionally, the P&L Statements that were submitted to the County matched
the incorrect revenue totals provided by THI. This indicates that the P&L statements were created based
on the calculated figures in the revenue spreadsheet and are not representative of THI’s actual operations.
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Recommendation 1: We recommend that Airport personnel consult with County leadership and legal
counsel to determine what options are available to resolve the noncompliance with the terms of the
contract. If source documentation is obtained, either through legal action or THI’s agreement, we are
available to assist the County in conclusively determining the amount of the underpayment.

Allegation 2: THI underreported revenue and gross sales, resulting in underpayments to the County is
SUBSTANTIATED.

Finding 2: THI management has confirmed the underpayment, claiming errors in their reporting and a
miscommunication between the company and its third party accountant. They have also indicated that
they intend to make additional payments to the county for the underpayment. However, the amount of
the underpayment cannot be conclusively determined, as THI has not permitted examination of their
source documentation and have provided as support only payment schedules they have produced
themselves. We are unable to obtain supporting documentation from third party sources. We would
caution the County against relying on figures provided by THI as to the amount of the underpayment, as
we have been unable to independently verify the reported amounts.

Recommendation 2: We recommend that the Airport strengthen contractual language for contracts that
are based on a percentage of revenue. The current contract does not require third party verification of
reported revenues nor does it require the contractor to obtain an annual audit by a Certified Public
Accountant. Contracts based on a percentage of revenue are inherently difficult to monitor without a
means to independently verify reported revenues. The Airport should consider the utilization of flat fee
contracts for rental / usage agreements where feasible. As we indicated in the report, Airport staff has
increased theirmonitoring of contracts and contract compliance and reported their concerns to our office,
we consider this a very positive step.

















Screenshots from THI’s Website September 3, 2019






